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COMMITTEE REPORT UNFAVORABLE TOP S.G.Ao POSITIONS TO VOTE 
TUITION INCREASE DOUBTFUL 
BRIIXiEWATER - Chances for an in-
increase in the $200 annual tuition for 
next year are "practically nil" accord-
ing to Academic Dean Lee Harrington. 
after the COMMENT informed him that 
the Senate-House Committee investiga-
ting the possibility of raising the tuition 
had reported unfavorably on the matter. 
Yesterday afternoon this newspaper 
contacted the office of the committee 
chairmen, Senator Mary L. Fonseca of 
Fall River. and was informed that her 
committee did not favor the bills that 
are currently in front of the legislature 
to raise the tuition. 
Dean Harrington, who has a large 
number of contacts in the State House. 
told the COMMENT that when a commi-
ttee reports unfavorably on a bill .. almost 
always" it insures its defeat when it 
, comes up for a vote in the legislature. 
The office of the Senate Clerk was 
contacted to determine when the vote 
will come, but as of yesterday no date 
had' been determined. Sometime after' 
next Wednesday, the COMMENT was 
told. a definite date will be assigned. 
Dean Harrington said a vote could come 
as soon as next week. 
The President of the Massachusetts 
Senate is Kevin Harrington. cousin of 
Bridgewater's academic dean, and the 
COMMENT questioned Dean I larrington 
ahout the Senate PreSident's recent 
backing of a graduated tuition plan. where-
by each family would pay what it could 
afford to."I'm against that type of an 
increase," Dean Harrington stated, "in 
fact, I'm opposed to any increase in the 
tuition. I would like to see this state 
adopt a plan similar to many western 
states of no tuition. But one thing dis-
turbs me about the 'graduated tuition' 
plan - and that is the assumption made 
by those who support it that those who 
could afford to pay more are somehow 
getting a break. It's not true. because 
remember this is a tax-supported insti-
tuition, and if a man is making $15,000 
a year he's going to be paying a lot more 
taxes than the person who maes only 
$6,000 a year ~ so in reality there is and 
has been a graduated pla:n in effect. 
"Now to the question of who gets the 
benefit, if one were to take the nUPlber 
of students enrolled in the state colleges 
and universities and multiply it by the 
number of years this low tuition has been 
around, it would be plain to see that a 
great number of Massachusetts families 
have been and are reCipients of the 
benefits." 
Dean Harrington expressed the fear 
that if a graduated plan wer to be put 
into effect that within a few years this 
College would have what he termed a 
"caste system." He explained: "With 
a graduated plan, and some students 
paying $1.500 a year and some paying 
only $200 a year. I can foresee those 
paying the higher amounts demanding 
things 'like first choice in classes, etc., 
and that frightens me. I'm thoroughly 
opposed to it." He mentioned that al-
though Senator Harrington is a backer 
of the proposal, he has not filed any 
legislation dealing with it. 
ELECTIONS MONDAY 
BRIDGEWATER - Elections for the office 
of PreSident, 1st Vice-President, 2nd 
Vice-PreSident, Secretary and Assis-
tant Treasurer take place on Monday. 
Polls" will be open from 9:00 a.m. 
to 4:00 p.m. for commuters, with the 
voting to take place in the lower lobby 
of the Student Union Building, and the 
dormitory students from 4:00 p.m. un-
til 8:00 p.m. in their respective dormi-
tories. 
The COMMENT will come out on 
Tuesday with the results of the elec-
tion. 
The race generating the greatest 
interest is by far te presidential race, 
which is between Torn Sullivan and 
Joel Weissman. It is regarded now as 
too close to call, as both are waging 
hard campaigns. ' 
Running for the second spot in the 
student government. the office of 1st 
Vice-Prsident, are Bob Chevr-ie and 
Jim Foley. Both are experienced dele-
gates in student government. with Foley 
having an edge in, that he has been a 
member 0 the S,G.A. Council for a 
year longer than his opponent. 
2nd Vice.;..President is an uncontest-
ed election. Pat Donnelly, from Westport, 
Ma., is the sole candidate. One other 
candidate, Mark Lincoln, withdrew from 
the race. 
The office of Secretary is being 
sought by the current Secretary of the 
S.G.A. who .is seeking another term, 
Janice Indorato. Her opponent is the 
Secretary of the Bridgewater Peace 
Action Committee, Lynn Gardner. Miss 
Gardner is . a sophmore from Bridge-
water while Miss Indorato is a junior 
from Canton. ' 
The office of ASSistant Treasurer 
is another uncontested race. Nancy 
Cotoia, a member of the S.G.A. Coun-
cil for the past two years, .is seeking 
that position. If elected, she will serve 
one year in. that post and then will auto-
matically become Treasurer in her 
senior year.· The Assistant Treasurer 
of the Council this year, Van Hayhow, 
has decided not to take te automatic 
promotion and is expected to announce 
his resignation this afternoon. effec-
tive at the end of this year. If he does 
so, a special election fo Treasuer will 
have . to be held within a few weeks. 
The COMMENT talked with both of 
the presidential candidates (a third,. 
Frank Cullen, President of the Class 
of 1972. withdrew from the race on 
Tuesday of this week) to outline' what 
specific proposals each had in mind. 
Tom Sullivan told this newspaper 
that he plans to expand "the current 
staffing of the S.G.A. office with dele-
gates from 9:00 to 4:00 daily, in an 
effort to reach the student body_ 
He also wants to see an infirmary 
set up on a larger basis and a coopera-
tive Book Exchange, which he explained 
in detail: 
.. Barnes & Noble (who come ba<!k each 
year to buy back used text books) and the 
Continuedon page 2 
Ternl Expires in 1972 
SMU PRESIDENT ON WAY OUT 
On Wednesday, April 14 the SMU Board 
of Trustees voted 10-6 not to renew the 
contract of President Joseph Driscoll once 
it expires on August 31,1972. A motion 
for the immediate removal or risignation 
of Driscoll was defeated earlier at the 
meeting. 
The trustees reached the decision con-
cerning the controverSial administrator 
during a special meeting held behind closed 
doors which lasted for five and a hali 
hours. Chairman Richardson informed 
a reported that it was the first time in 
his memory that Driscoll had been barred 
from a trustee's meeting. Although 
there was some speculation that Driscoll 
would appear at the meeting in spite 
of the fact that he wasn't invited. he did not 
do so. 
The trustees' action comes as the result 
of long-staning and widespread dissatis-
faction with Driscoll on the part of both 
faculty and students. Among the issues 
which have sparked. disruptions at the 
Dartmouth campus are faculty appoint-
ments' tenure, and faculty contracts • 
La,st June last trustees voted 11-5 to 
retain Driscoll under a two-year con-
tract at a salary of $30,000. Although 
Driscoll had wanted a three year contract 
he did receive the right to remain at SMU 
after the presidency as a commonwealth 
professor should he decide to return 
to teaching. 
Mter a faculty strike and boycott of 
classes by students last fall in which 
Gov. Sargent intervened, the governor 
has appointed six new, trustees to the 
board, all of whom had expressed their 
deSire to remove Driscoll from the 
presidency at SMU. This newest attempt 
to force the resignation or fire Driscoll 
appears to be spear-headed lly these recent 
appointees. The special meeting held last 
week at which the decision to not renew the 
contract was made. had been preceded the 
previous week by a meeting of these six 
and Gov. Sargent. 
Paul Vasconcellos, President of the 
Student Senate at SMU, said that he was 
pleased with the trustees' decision. 
,He believes that this action ' has helped 
to rid the university of the mistrust 
and paranoia that has plgued it during 
the last two or three years: Dr. Richard 
Fontera has reCeived a pledge of support 
from the student senate. It is Dr. Fontera 
who will, as Dean of FaCUlty. made 
decisions concerning the hiring and 
firng of faculty members in the future. 
DR. JOSEPH L. DRISCOLL 
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The situation of an American soldier 
in Vietnam was humorously and drama-
tacally described by John Sack at Tue-
sday's S. U. lectute. The humor disap-
and the inhumanity,it causes was 
stressed. By the end of the lecture, when 
PAC-sponsored Ngo Vinh Long spoke, 
only the terrible stakes of the Vietnam~ 
ese situation were apparent. 
Sack laughingly' spoke of the U.S. 
soldier's purpose in Vietnam as being 
to kill 'one-quarter of a communist' 
and went on to describe Vietnam, as 
any sergeant might. in terms of heat, 
fo~, snakes, scorpions and disease. 
Sack described the first view of Viet-
narn . as . seen bya U.S • .s()Wer~ther~ 
are the slummycities made up of b~~. 
black market salesmen. shoe-shine boys' 
and prostitutes-all our: for US money. 
Sack laid the blame for the degradation 
of the cities to US influence. Sack con-
tinued showing how US soldiers begin 
to hate the Vietnamese until finally the 
words, '1 hate the Vietnamese: can be 
~lieved and used by a soldier to aid 
him in his job of killing that • one-
quarter of a communist.' 
Sack described the typical attack on 
a Vietnamese village as comparable in. 
secrecy to the comming of the Spanish 
Armada. For the most part, Sack said, 
there is no action, the Vietnamese have 
fled the villages by the time US troops 
arrive. Sometimes villagers do remain, 
however, and attrocities as a result of 
built up fear_anger and hatred occur; 
US soldiers finally hurt the by now 
a US soldier ", 'when entering a Viet: 
nahlese village" maY', for his safety's 
sake, destroy anyone (enemy or not) 
who~could possibly harm him. 
"Sack refeX'red to Lt~ Ca,lley as one 
, ' . . 
whole. wayOt life did' it.' " . .". 
When answering questions, "§ack wa.s· 
. ask~ if the massacres are still con-
tinumg-in Vietnam today. He replied 
by stating that Nixon's pull-out policy 
does take US soldiers out of danger on 
the ground but still Vietnames e are being 
slaughtered from the air. 
Sack then claimed that the best way 
for an individual to feel effective in 
US society today is to refuse to par-
ticipate on the 'me' level in all per-
sonally objectionable government pol-
icies. Sack stressed the idea that if 
everyone agreed to do this waiting for 
congreSSional action would be unneces-
sary. Sack's sufgestion brought crlti~. 
cism from the audience; one question 
raised was, 'If everyone does as he 
chooses, what" do we have l' Sack' srather 
weak reply was that he didn't know but ~VI;efulve :fO.tryit •• ~'"Tbis. possibl; 
break-down of society to" anarchy was 
viewed as disatrous by at least one 
individual and Sack admitted that he 
hadn't formulated definite ideas on this 
himself. 
. Following Sack, PAC-sponsored Ngo 
Vmh Long, a South Vietnamese student 
presently studying in the US spoke on 
the Vietnamese attitude. Long seemed 
·quiet and sincere after the dramatic 
Sack. He too spoke for US " withdrawal 
from Vietnam. His deSire, however, 
carne' from a concern for his home coun-
try and people. 
Long spoke. of the damage done by 
the US in Vietnam. He told of Ecocide 
defoliation and the destruction of rice and 
and land. He also mentioned the US 
policy of enforced urbanization of the 
Vietnamese, a policy that has shifted 
th~ population from the village~ to the 
crowded cities. 
L.ong also answered questions from the 
small audience. When asked about the 
NLF in Vietnam, stated the, 
• .,u:&.CL1N:·1 :U trom.v' letn8:!ijl~:Sal:::k 
" portray81of the ~orthles'sness of 
, .invO.lvement was a sharp contrast 
to ,~ng s sincere pleas for an indepen-
dent Vietriam. . 
Nee· tlJd"" .• etJHJ.d 
WHO IS ELIGIBLE? '." Lengui: A running twe ~f 20' . 
Any uridergraduate .student cur~eht1y . or less. " ., .mlIlutes 
enrolled at a member. college or uni-· Cast:. Script should not call for more 
versity of the National Entertainment than eight actors or actres·ses. 
Conference is eligible. S ~ WHAT,AWARD WILL BE MADE? taging: Script shOUld avoidelabQrate 
The first Place Award is $300 ~os~mes and setdesignS. LdcatioIifilm ... 
WHAT IS THE SUBJECT MATr"ER OF. lng, both interior and exterior should' 
'IHEFILM 1" be the goal." • ," . 
S . "." . Scripts should be 'postmarked before 
crlpts should be simple and con- May 15, 1971. 
t~mporary. Emphasis shOUld be on WHO WILL JUDGE THE SCRIPTS? 
Vlsual descriptiveness and valid story- . A selected panel .of J'udges WI "11 con-
telling. Dialogue shOUld ~,-WHAT A . L.Jt:present. sld~r and choose three to seven manu-
SCRIPT?RE THE LIMITATIONS ON THE scrIpts for ,possible production. 
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ELECTIONS. CONT. FROM PAGE 1 
Bookstore are ripping the students off. 
fd like to see a system where we could 
ourselves coordinate the selling of used 
textbooks. We would need a room, and 
the students could bring us their books. 
We would put them on shelves» and sell 
them for the students. We'd ask only .10¢ 
for handling on paperbacks and .25¢ on 
hard-cove books, so the students could 
save money." 
Sullivan also stressed that he has 
been attending Trustee meetings 
regularly since January in an effort to 
learn the state-level operations. 
Weissman stated in his interview 
that he would try and make student 
government relevant, "something," he 
charged, "it just hasn't been." Known 
lid .. W " as a oer.. elssman is campaigning 
largely on hlS record as president of 
the men r S dormitory at Great Hill and 
his accomplishments in that position. 
He is given credit for bringing such 
th~gs as liquor, open house, and enter-
t~mment changes in college poliCY, offi-
" clal and sometimes tacitly" Weissman 
also has served on this year's S.G.A. 
Council, as has Sullivan. Weissman was 
fo optional final examinatons for those 
students desiring them. The measure 
passed the Councl, but the FacultyCoun-
cil would not go along, and he blames 
the present leadership" for not pursuing 
the matter. 
"Student government has gone 
nowhere and done nothing for the students 
on this campus," he told the COMMENT 
:<and Weissm.an is .gOing to change tha~ 
I~ a h~rry" I m gomg to provide a new 
clirectlOn for this campus - and I'm 
going to get the su~port of the student 
going .to get the support of me student 
body to bring about things thattheywant 
and we'll win the respect of the f acul-C; 
and administration because of it.· There 
are a number of things we can do: I 
wan t more activities, changes in the 
curriculum. that will be meaningful. a 
better equipped campus police force~ 
so that the. town police will n.ever have . 
to be called here for any reason, a~ 
used text-book syst~m that the Book-
store 1s already starting' to implement 
through the cooperation of the manager. 
Mr. Zwicker; I a.1so want to try and 
Tom Sullivan - President 
get the faculty to stabilize their book 
ordering, because as it now stands most 
change ther books every year, making 
a used text-book system almost impossi-
ble to set up - these and much more, and 
I can get these done. My record is proof 
of that." 
If elected, Weissman plans to set up 
a table in the Student Union and stay all 
day seeking the opinions of the student 
body at large as to what they want him 
to do, and. he says, urn do it - When I 
was elected at Great Hill over a year 
and a half ago, I told the students, 'tell 
me what you want," and I'll try and get 
it' and I did." 
Chevrie is generally regarded as 
Weissman's choice for 1st Vice-Presi-
dent. and the two have supported each 
other throughout the campaign. Chevrie 
is a saUd backer of reform in the College 
Bookstore's policies, the main emphasis 
of which is lower prices. 
Foley, who is Sullivan's announced 
running mate, supports all of Sullivan's 
. proposals and also is known as adynamic 
worker for more student rights" Both he 
and Sullivan have been involved in the 
preparation of a statement of Student 
Rights and Freedoms .. which will set up 
avenues of appeal and grant whl3.t they 
call certain guaranteed rights to students 
as a group. 
The other contested positin is be-
tween two ~tudents who hae been active-
ly i?volved in peace activities. Last year 
Jaruce Indorato was Chairman of the 
November Moratorium Committee and 
this year Lynn Gardner is Secreta'ry of 
a similar group, the Peace Action Commi-
ttee. Miss Indorato has served as News 
Editor of the" COMMENT, Chairman of 
Bridgewater Ring Committee .. Chairman 
of Parent's Day activities (to be held in 
May), and has seved on the constitution 
committee of the student government in 
addition to her duties as Secretary of the 
student government this year. Miss 
Gardner has, in addition to her duties 
with the Peace Action Committee. served 
as Secretary of the United Board of Minis-
tries at the College this year. and has h,ad 
~utside experience in thIS area as well. 
All other students are eligible to vote 
in Monday's election. -"~-
Joel Weissman - President 
.Janice Indorato - Sec'y 
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TERM PAPER GAME AT BoS"C. 
Chomsky Speaks on Vietnam Wanted: TERM PAPERS 
Noam Chomsky. a prominent linguist 
and long-standing opponent of the Indo-
China war. conducted an informal dis-
cussion, sponsored by the Bridgewater 
Peace Action Committee last Thursday, 
April 15th, at the Horace Mann Auditor-
ium. Because there were only aboutforty 
persons present, Prof. Chomsky chose not 
to give his scheduled talk. Instead, he 
held a question ,and answer period. 
'During the course of the evening, nurn:-
erous war-related topics were discussed. 
Among them \ 6. th~ issue of American 
prisoners of war in North Vietnam. Prof. 
Chonsky explained to those present that 
he believed that the American Government 
was utilizing their lives as diplomatic 
ammunition. He informed the group 
that the U.S. Government has placed many 
obstacles to the freeing of POW's by pri-
vate citizens such as himself and .t1owara 
Zinno While taking note of the tactic of 
repreSSion being used, he believes, to 
intimidate the American people in order 
to stifle dissent, Chomsky re-asserted his 
commitment to open, public civil dis-
obedience. Such action, he feels, will 
help to end what he considers to be an 
aggressive war, waged by the U.S. against 
the Vietnamese people. 
Congress, Chomsky said, has forfeited 
its role in the formulation of U.S. foreign 
policy. Its only remaining check is its 
power over the budget. The executive 
branch of the government, he speculated, 
will, in the future, continue ~o wage un-
declared wars against underdeveloped na-
tions. While the U.S. has had a history of 
such activity, he said, the scope has widen-
ed since 1945. These wars are efforts to 
keep these nations Within the American 
imperialistic system by opposing any 
movement for independent development. 
Chamsky compared the U.S. effort in Viet-
nam to the NaZi assistance to the anti-
republican forces during the Spanish Civil 
War in the 1930's. The U.S. is using Viet-
nam as a laboratory for testing anddevel-
oping the technologies and strategies for 
counter -insurgency to be used agatnst 
wars of liberation by the U.S. in the future. 
"We just don't need a big army:' 
Chomsky asserted. There is just no threat 
to the U.S. which requires that we have a 
massive milita:r;-y. While he opposes the 
draft, he also opposes the idea of a pro-
fessional army. The U.S. Government. 
he conjectures, have realized that a con-
script army is inefficient in fighting 
colonial wars and may want to establish 
a professional arn;lV to fight wars. Since 
wars against underdeveloped nations are 
waged against the egtire P9Pulation, 'pro-
fessional killers are necessary, he said. 
Chomsky further explained that a large 
volunteer army can be a danger. depending 
on the foreign policy pursued, as well as 
the theory the social matrix which pro-
vides the men. If, for example, a high 
unemployment rate among the poor and 
untrained makes military service very 
attractive to these men, the volunteer 
army, in effect,' becomes a kind of 
coersion. 
Chomsky aiso criticized the AmeriCan 
economic system. labelling it both irra-
tionaland undemocratic. L1gge cor-
porations. aloof from . public control 
. control the U.S. economy. Furthermore, 
the corporate managers comprise the 
bulk of those who staff the government 
offices. Prof. Chomsky expressed hiS 
-belief that the means of production should 
be controlled by all rather than merely 
a few. 
BRI£?GEWATER - Wher did you spend last weekend? Or last night? Was it 
slavmg over some term paper, counting the numb.er 0 words, the quantity of foot-notes, and the re~pectability of your bibliography? If you lived in Boston, ~d had a weak consClence, you could have been out on the town instead, enjoy-
mg yourself. How. you may ask?Readon, oh slave to the white index card and the Turabian manual, and you will know. 
A new type of business has sprung up in Boston this year, and by the time this term is over it is expected to gross over $250,000. It's called the Term-Paper Writing Profession. Here's a sample of how it works: Professor Smith in. the English ~epm:=ment may assignyouaterm paper on any subject dealing wlth early Eng~lsh lIterature. telling you that it's due next week. the last week in April. You take a trip into Boston and pay a visit to anyone of the several 
companies engaged in this line of work. You may choose one known as "Terro-papers Unlimited," and if you do. this is what essentially will happen. YOU'll be shown a catalog of the term papers they havon file. prepared by people (other students. sometimes professors according to one source) s~ecifically for the purpose of selling them. For one of these, it will cost you $3.00 per page. If you want one specially constructed just for you, the prce jumps to $6.00 per page. But you may be low on funds, and so select the economy model. You will probal y ask a reasonable question~ Has anyone else from Bridg ew ater State COllege purchas ed this particular paper before 7 They' 11 check their files, for they keep an up-to-date accurate account of where all their papers are and have been, and will tell you. "No" they'll say. "Professor Smith has never 
seen our paper on 'The Venerable Bede; Monk of larrow.1I They also be able to assure you of at least a,"B tf (tey will not guarantee a grade, however) for 
any paper that gets less tran that grade from more than one professor auto-matically getsyanke<l." " 
. . GhostWriting Is, of course, not new bere 'or anyplace else. The Engllsb Department at B.S.C • .is especaWysensldve aboutplagerism, .aIld has issued lengthy directives <thout ·enforcement against .this rather· distasteful habit. But it still goes on. This newspaper. is aware of at least one 'individual Who maes . 
, his living writing term papers, at least some of which find their waymto the 
unsuspecting hands of Bridgewater professors. 
One high administrative official told the COMMENT that the College knows of at least one professor who gets duped on a regular basis, but 
since nobody can prove it, as yet at least, the act survives and may even be flourishing. A number of social organizatons and dormitOry groups are known to keep extensive files of term papers and tests to have on hand for both reference and, when need be, for plagerism. So yu had Professor Peter last year for a Music I course, and this year I have the same course 
with Professor 0' Leary, so I simply borrow yur old paper when 0' Leary 
announces he wants a paper and by slipping a new co'ver on it with my name instead of yours I can probaly save my self conSiderable effort. If one is 
unl,;!cky, he may have to re-type thepper. but that's small stuff beSide having to go the library and do all that research. Some professors, unknowingly. see th same paper year after year without ever questoning the originality of the 
st-udent's work. 
meant, , 
fessor, s' in to see me." The student questoned him as to and he replied,"I gave you an ·A' for the content of the pper, which was excellent - but I failed you because 
when you copied the thing verbatim you didn't note who wrote the paper in the first" place. If you'U check again. yu'll find that I co-authored that 
story you stole." 
The guy who's making the most money on this new business is a young 
man name,d Ward Warren, himself a student at Babson College. Last year he sunk $25,000 of his own money into the company previously referred to, 
ccTermpapers Unlimited." Thanks to the current glut of Ph.D:s, Warren has no trouble whatsoever in finding people who are willing to write for him, and thanks to the, natural .laziness. of stuents, he lacks"no buyers 
either. Since he is not. guiltY of plagerizing, his customers are,Babson College can take no action ag~inst him. They consider his activities "very distasteful," but have no recourse.,' " 
-How .do ,the buyersfeel? According to. Warren, not guilty at all. He claims to have surveyed over 400-of his c~stomers.and the majority feel they arl';! 
not gUilty of this· crime of plagerism.: One Writer even feels· thattltework he is. doing is 'commendable' ·;,.he claims that term papeps are ari obstacle to learning and actually prevent students from earning their degrees, so he figures he is actually helping people. 




You make your opinions count and 
support the issues you believe in when you vote. 
Make sure you can. Regi~ter .now at your Town 
or City Hall. Your votedo~s ~egi~ter. 
18-20 year old voter registration. 
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Dear COMMENT: 
Students are marvelous I When they 
are good. they are very. very goo(lI My 
hat. is off for the marvelous organi-
zanon, dedication. ideation and effort 
put into the Environment Teach-In and the 
Anti-War Teach-In. 
Do not be dismayed by the lethargy of 
the silent majority. Their lack of interest 
is a trlmnph of matter over mirid:.· The 
intellectu.allycurious, the socially moti .... 
vated, be they students or faculty. are in 
the minority everywhere. But this is the 
nature oftbebeast; the inert mass supplies 
the background against which outstanding 
individuals are outlined. but it also 
supplies the stable platform which 
sumrs;s the leaders of any given sQCieqr. 
Here is the backbone of society. We 
cannot, alas, do without the inert mass. 
The COMMENT April 22, 1971 
EDitORIAL 
Monday, election day for the top student government pOSitions, will be a crucial 
day in the future of this College. The main emphasis is, of course, directed toward 
the office of student government preSident, whiGh is as it should be. The days are 
long past when the President of the Student Government Association was elected as 
the result of a popularity contest, and whose main function was to coordinate social 
activities. 
Now the S.G.A. president mustmeetthedemands of an entirely new era in higher 
education, and how he responds to this challenge will affect each and every student at 
, Bridgewater State College. We have undergone a critical change in attitude, and the 
, unhappy state of affairs in student government on this campus during the past two 
years bears witness to our collective failure to make this transition successfully. 
The new leadership, whether it be headed by Joel Weissman or Tom Sullivan 
lJlust make a dramatic break with past attitudes. especially the polities of confronta~ 
tion, which our experience has shown us to be of great harm and no value. If this is 
not done. next year will be no better than this year. or last year ,ana that would be 
regrettable. The time has come for the president of the student government, whoever 
he may be, to represent not only the student body but Bridgewater State College as 
well. And what this essentially means is that he must provide the direction to the 
building of a united community herEOn campus - for it is here, and no where else. 
that the primary course of events will be determined. If there is chaos here if there 
is no community here, then all other efforts will be in vain. ' , 
In. simple terms, the student leadership t as well as faculty and adminIstrative 
leadership, must.OO able to recognize what. is or is not good for the total College 
and be wil~ing to sacrifice if neccessary foIthe well-being of the community as a ' 
~h~l: •. 11ns is not a revolutionary concept, nor an especially popular one with 
mdIvlduals or groups who seek only the gratification of their immediate demands 
in disregard of others. For this to be successfully carried out will require a dedica-
ted, and extremely fair, leadership representing the major segments of the College 
Community. 
Dear Friend: 
r"ve enclosed in my letter to you a 
photograph which 1 want you to have. 
I took this photo of Kang II shortly 
after he was brought to our orphanage. 
Look at his eyes and you will see the 
look of utter despair he had when we 
first took him into our horne. 
He was one of a group of 308 orphans 
who I have recently taken personal respon-
sibility for. 
These children were found in four 
orphanages that had closed down because 
American G.L's who had generously sup-
ported· them were recently called back 
to the United States. 
Even though we ourselves were des-
perately short of money, I could not turn 
the 308 children away. If we didn't help, 
they would have returned to the streets 
to. die or become thieves. 
You may not feel that you can help 
us, but please finish reading my letter 
any maybe you will think of someone 
you know who can help these children. 
Th e story of these 308 abandoned 
children, without any finanCial support 
whatsoever. may sound incredible to you. 
But I can assure you I would not be 
taking my time to write to you today jf 
there were not 308 children who are 
~ally only several days away from' 
having no food to eat. 
Our seven orphanages are already over-
crowded with 533 children. We barely 
have enough money as it is to feed and 
clothe these orphans. 
But the desperate truth is that I simply 
don't have the money to feed these addi-
tional 308 children who have been left 
starving and half-frozen in abandoned or-
phanages. 
Inexhaustible, this inert mass does 
supply the intellectual leadership that 
slowly evolves better (?t). 
We need each other. after all: there-
fore, do not be dismayed nor disceraged. 
Right onl . 
With love and admiration, 
Emanuel Maier 
We don't need money for extras. I 
desperately need money to buy food that 
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~willsu~afuillettse~ meu,rk~v~~ 
tables. 
We have lived. and are still living, in the greatest transitional period in this 
College's history: we, urge you to remember that fact when you cast your ballot 
on Monday for the students who will be representing you next year. And we urge 
those who are candidates to remember the bitterness that has marked the past 
two years, the elusive spirit of community that has been gradually slipping away 
fro~ us, and the benefits acquired when this desired relationship is finally 
achieved. So much depends on next year's student government leadership, and the 
president who will lead it - we hope that all are equal to the important challenge 
of uniting this College again. 
Observations 
Ronald Petrin 
LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
Possibly some of your readers will 
be interested in responding to this let-
ter: 
On May 9. 1971, there will.be a mas-
sive efforts in terms of human ,energy 
expended in the:. town of Bridgewater. 
This charitable. operation is called a 
"Walk for Development. " .. Last year 
it was called a "Hike for Hunger." 
and a s a "Toe Truck" driver 1 was 
greatly impressed by the seriousness 
of purpose of those involved. If I 
can obtain enough'pledges to make'my 
. walking more valuable than my driVing 
this year, 1 will attempt to walk t1:J.e 
25 miles. 
It appears that the anti-war movement may have farfewer fans at Bridge-
watef th~ do the Boston Bruins. Yes, only forty or"so persons attended a 
seSSIon WIth Noam Chomsky last Thursday evening. Of course thatwasn"t 
necessarily a n evil. For while the Bruins did lose, the action on the ice 
was probably more excitipgthan Prof. ChomSky's talk. And, after all, with 
so few peopl~ at Horace Mann Audotorium to hear the distinguished visitor, 
those who ?ld bot,her t~ attend enjoyed a more intimate dialogue with him. 
It was qUlte a dISapPOIntment to see only forty persons interested in Noam 
Chomsky. Not ve;y often do prominent men such as him vjsit Bridgewater. 
?homsky, • who rejected the behaviorist appraoch to linguistics prominent 
10 the 1950 B,.was instr~menta1 in the development of trans:€ormational grammar. 
,( ~ee of hIS books- Syntatic Structures' II I Aspects of the Theorv of Syntax', 
a~ldThe, Sound Pattern of English'- may be found in the Maxwe111ibrary.) 
SInce 1965 he has articulately opposed the war in Indochina. In addition to his 
~:~~~kJ- AT WAR WITH ASIA and AMERICAN POW:ijR AND THE . . 'MAN. 
a,~~ w1I e1!i:ne. .. ..' '. '. . . . ......• .:to criticize 
. ,.:fnS:tit11t.iQlll$. of. thenat,1on.. . .., e,h~'. feels. that in themlle, the roots 'of the 
war. advocat~s ,civildisobedi~ceasthe method a opposition~ However, his 
stand is.based prlmarUyon lIloral grounds. Thus,like an existential character 
he?as committed himselftoeonfrontingtheabsudityabout him with his 0 inn··' 
vislQn It is bee hi . . . wn er 
. : .a~e s. sense of moral indignation is.80 storngthat his 
objeCtive Wlderstanding of the Vietnam predicament is obscured. 
One can. ~~p.ose the ~arfro~ essenti~lly thi-ee points fo of view~the moral, 
the determInIstIC ana~~sIsof hlStory, or the pragmat~c.i.e. opposing thispar-
deular war forpohtlcal, .. miltary or even ecological reasons Hans Mor-
ganthau of the University of Chicago wrote that ,. 
gauthau of the Univeristy of Chicago wrote in the NEW YORK TIMES REVIEW 
OF BOOKS that Chomsky's pOSition is • one of moral absolutism, supported 
~t least by a deg~ee of economic determism ••• This book (AT WAR WITII ASIA) 
IS an outcry agamst the absurdity and immorality of the war 'rather than a sus-
tained argument against it:', ( Jan. 17. 1971. 0.22.) . 
Lionel Abel, who also opposes the continuation of the Indochina war agree~ , 
with Morganthau. In COMMENTARY. May, 1969' he wrote, If it is by no means 
the case that the arguments against our policy in Vietnam are as overwhelmfug 
as he ( Chomsky) thinks." Because he is unable to make an accurate politiv-
cal assessment , Chomsky has not relaized that there are some actions taken 
by a governmenf'which, though morally reprehensible ,are pOliticaliy necessary, 
argues Abel •. And Abel argues that victory ,in Vietnam is necessary to help 
halt what he. calls the spread of world communism. Yet, he favors ending the war 
on pragmatIC reasons. admitting defeat, and not denying that the commuIllSt 
, ~l~c of nations has profited pyU.S.loss.Apparently he feels that the continuation 
'of.the war by the U.S. might result in even greater harm to itself. 
Anyone who is interested in encoura-
ging me in this effort can drop a note 
to me in the campus mail pledging 
to pay a certain sum for each mile 
I walk, up to 25 miles. Please fu-
elude your address, so that I can send 
you a ubill" upon completio n of the 
walk. Remember. that four cents per 
mile would only total one dollar, if 
I complete" the whole route. 
If you really want to make it a 
challenge, why don't you offer to pay 
double if I complete the walk in six 
hours (not counting required waits at 
the check staions along the route) • 
Do you kno w anyone who can walk 
2S consecutive IS-minute miles any-
way? 
Don't pledge too· much; I think I 
can walk 25 miles. 
Sincerely, ' 
JamesR. Brennan 
Professor of BiolOgy 
I've asked Mr. Rex. an associate of 
mine in Tuls a, to mail my letter to you 
as soon as he can. Then if you will 
mail your contribution to him today he 
will deposit it in a Tulsa bank the same 
day he receives it. 
, He will then advise me by an air mail 
letter tl.at the money is in the bank. 
We ca n then send the director of our 
orphanages to a Korean food wholesaler 
to buy .the meat. rice and vegetables 
that. the children sO desperately n""':iIli'I'''''"i''!iii'lir;,,~l'!t'':·~(l¥' 
. It costs us $7 a month to feed a child~ 
'(Obviously this does not include) their 
housing, clothing, medical care or edu-
cation which costs us an additional $8. 
each month). 
If you could possibly send· $7, $14. 
$21. or even $28. or more, we could 
feed a childlike KangU for one, or 
two. orthJ:"eee, orf9llr months. You 
will literally save a child's life. 
Please do . let me hear from you today. 
Yours in· Christ, 
, Jess L. Pedigo, Director 
Therein lies the difference between the two. Abel envisions that there is 
a threat to the United Staets from the communist nations of the world: Chomsky 
does not see such a threat. Chomsky's main indictment of American power is 
that our government has exploited the fear of communism in order to pursue, 
a' . policy . of aggressive aild reactic:mary wa,rfare~ Certainly the American 
peoPlefe. ar. . O .. f' ~m .. mUll.· .. ism.. may have bee .. n '. e. XP.IOi. tc.d... . 'A. n .. d w. e, ... do main. tain 
. .. Bm;'tff .. .., , . American Empire from 
, . ' 'tpw, two 
~o po\yer arid man's historical tendency:··· 
wi1;h. a. we*erooponent~. He thus sees 
as guilty. of b~barism as the U.S .• PerhanR 
·it ist:r'Ue that those Vietnamese" who fight against the Am~ic~imperlalism 
iit Southeast Asia· with RUSSIAN OR Chlnese anns in the n~e of nationaliSm . 
are, in effect, merely· pawns fighting inadverte~tiy· to extend the pow~r of the 
supplier. nations. Chomsky, however, prefers not to compliczte. his moral 
condemnatio n of U.S. power by introducing such conip1ex political questions. 
, His critique remains clear-cut and hi s courage moving. But his moral orien-
tation leads him to . an ... over:-simplistic understanding of.· a multi-fac~ted ' 
problem. .... (... 
: Even so, Prof. Chomsky',s criticism of ,U.S . .foreign policy and 'institutions 
is combined' with a great store of. fiX7sthand exp.etience and information to 
make for a' stimulating evening. However t hepropses no w~ll-defined program 
for solving the problems which he critiCizes so well. For example. he opposes 
the draft; yet he. also opposes the idea. of a p:rofessional army. Given the choice 
between the two he stated . last. Thusrday that he wQuld choose the draft. He' 
also informed us that. he did not, consider. it a major prolJlem. But for those 
young men ofbraft age there can indeed be a pressing moralas well as a 
pressmgpractical.problem. He also expressedmucn peSSimism about che 
cap~city of p~liamentary r:t0rm to achieve a better soicety. Some sort of 
SOCIal revolutIOn, he fe~ls, IS necessary although he has no program to make 
such cha~ge come about. E~ven, more disappointing was th~t his ::;peculations 
on the fu~e of the ~oclalist. American society were no more profound or 
comprehenSIve thana typlcal college sophomore who fancies himself a socialist. 
Prof. Chomsky explained how terrible our society i s now and how wonder-
ful the po~t-revolutionary per~od would be. He fails to· provide a program 
to accomphsh the transformatlon. Nor does he estimate the costs of such 
a transformation. Yet, he commands respect. For if he fails somewhat as • 
a practical reformer or as·. a political philosopher, his commitment against 
the war demonstrates his abundant courage and must elicit one's admiration. 
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THE STUDENT IMAGE, 
The Medium is 
by Rick Mitz 
the Mess 
• 'College students are a g~od-natw::~d. 
hard"'worklng: fun-loving bunch of kids. 
Dh. sure~ they do some crazy things like 
swallow goldfish, wear those shaggy rac-
CO"3l. coats,. scream at football games and 
stuff themselves into phone booths. But. 
for the most part, college students are 
good-natured~ hard-wrking and fun-
loving." 
Oh yeah? 
That may have been an accurate des-
cription of the college student of 50 
years ago when thmgs were The Cat's 
Meow rather than Right On. but the new 
image of the University student has him 
doing somewhat different things than in the 
days of the Varsity Drag. Today the stu-
dent does other "crazy'· things. He 
swallows hallucinogenic drugs ratherthan 
goldfish. wears hippie clothes, screams at 
demonstrations. and stuffs himself into' 
an occasional unive~;ity ~dminiStrator's. 
. . . 
office. 
Todais American college students are 
~ dire need of a good public relations 
firm. 
It's in the eyes of those allegedly Con-
cerned Citizens that the student image 
is a tainted one, mutilated by magazine 
covers screaming out about the Student 
Revolution (exploiting covers that often 
are more revolting than the Revolts them-
selves) and _~ven more distorted by one-
sided television coverage that shows only 
the student revolution, but never the ev-
olution. 
The medium is the mess. Newspapers 
redio, and especially television have given 
the people of America an even more dis-
torted picture of what the Typical Today 
Student is like. 
The emerging stereotype is the rag-
"'I!i<1-'''"'''''"@~ee,~ifeEi~ol_en'8l''Y--paaie,ail:iJ ····end~ 
lessly partaking in various school-spirited 
activities-:bombings~ seizures, strikes" 
In' hiS spare tim~, he doWns dope, sleeps 
promiscuously in coed dorms, dresses 
outlandishly and that's that. 
The media displays (and displays and 
displays and instant replays) only his 
demonstration behavior. whicb might very 
well be out of context. He might be a 
medical student with honor grades who 
loves his mother, dates a SenSible girl, 
attends Church, has a good part-time 
job, loves apple pie, and in all other ways 
fu1fills the All-American dreams. Butthe 
6 o· clock news never shows that part 
of him. 
People· are frightened by the student 
. movement --SCared and aciimonious. The 
values they've held sacred. the goals 
they've strived toward suddenly are being 
threatened -- by their own children. The 
result is paniC. In a nation':'wide pOll. 
taken last spring, the campus unrest 
problem ranked number one -- even 
over war, ecology, racial strife, pov-
erty and crime. 
Spring is the season in shich they take 
place. Spring -- when every young stu-
dent's fancy turns to revolution, when a 
fresh breath means a mouthful of mace, 
and spring fever means the hot anger of 
the U,S. populace sitting by their TV's 
counting the RPM's. 
And they aren't exactly sitting there 
watching nothing. Last year. 1,785 de-
monstrations took place on college cam-
puses, including 313 building seizures and_ 
sit-ins, 281 anti-ROTC demonstrations, 
246 arsons, and 7,200 student arrests, 
resulting in more than $9.5 million in 
damage. 
Television brought all the damage. fire, 
seizures, Sit-ins, right into our living 
rooms, in living red, white, black and blue 
c·olor. The student Rlloical could have be~n 
the title of a highly successful, actloli-
packed situation TV show. aired in lieu of 
the· news every· evening. . . 
Wal'er Judd '0 The new swdent portrait is detrimental to the student himse1f --making all stu-dents appear alike, depersonalizing them, 
castrating individuality and sprouting new 
prejudices in a World already too full of 
biases. Yet the new student image can 
not be as bad as college trustees and uni-
versity regents might fear. . 
. Speak on Tuesday 
.i It's that cause whi<;h is so important •. 
But television shows only the superficial: 
outcome of the studentfightforthatcause-
the rioting, the sea of straggly students. the 
hurled rocks. the four-letter words. The 
bloody. fighting. hell-raising revolution-
ary student image could be -- if not 
changed, at least altered -- if the media 
could make the public aware of the issues 
behind the fight.. Struggles. fo:r ecology. 
an end to racism, equalrights,community 
control and the finish of an unjust war 
Dr. Walter H. Judd was born in· Ri-
sing City. Nebraska. He worked on a 
farm every summer until he graduated 
from high schoQI: then worked his way 
through the University of Nebraska and 
its medical school by various jobs __ 
dishwashing, managinK a cafeteria. night 
telephone operator in a hospital. playing 
in a jazz band, teaching zoology at the 
University of Omaha. 
He enlisted as a private in the United 
States Army during World War I and 
was discharged a Lieutenant in the Field 
Ar' 
relate to. However, . they get lostiri. e Board of the Congregational Church, Dri 
color and dramatiCS of the televised Judd went as a medical missionary to 
_college demonstrations, which always South China. He survived bandits and 
come out looking like a televiSion Fellini Communists but repeated attacks of ma-
orgy rather thari a concerned and optim-A laria during the six years he was there 
istic fight for a better American future. forced his retw::.l co the United States. 
College students,wouldn't really need a He received a fellowship in surgery in 
PR outfit to help change their image if 1932 at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester. 
people c~uld grasp the importance 9..f the_ Minnesota. In 1934 he returned to ASia, 
cause behind the fight. this time· to North China where there 
That Middle American couple sitting in was no malaria. 
front of their new color TV no longer When Japan' s armies captured his 
can afford to angrily. turn 9ffthe6 o·clock area he, was under their control for 
news of student protest and switch the five months.' He' then spent two years 
channels to. a war movie or an old John speaking. aU over the United States warn-
Wayne film. ing against our building up Japan's mili-The. channels that must be switched are '. 
the channels of communication, and what 
could emerge would not be a new student 
image at all, but· a new national image 
based upon a new understanding. 
doctorate degrees. In a Congressional 
poll' in 1962, he was voted by his col-
leagues in the House one of its five 
most influential members. The New 
York Times has said: Among his' grea-
test assets is a reputation for absolute 
integrity. 
Dr. Judd is now a Contributing Editor 
of the READER'S DIGEST, provides ·a 
daily national radio commentary on world 
events, and continues to speak to interes-
ted groups all· over the country. partI::"~"" 
cularly in college and university com-
•• e,i.§, .. :; ".'.'."", !jeh.6. ,.f.!Wpear~,~qp.m@ll. X.tl.R-
W"prgrams.Sorne5tt inliiion . 
Americans beard him give the keynote 
address at the Republican National Con-
vention in Chicago in 1960. 
~: machine by seIling essential war 
materials. In January, 1941, he resumed 
medical practice in Minneapolis. After 
Pearl Harbor, many people urged Dr. 
Judd to become a candidate for Congress. 
He was elected in 1942 and served for 
twenty years, sixteen of them on the House 
Committee on Foreign Affairs. 
. The lecture will be Tuesday at 10 AM 
in the SU A uditoritnn. Tickets are avail-
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Since the winter solstice, word has beer 
spread of the formation of the Bear TribE 
as the first new Indian tribe in this cen-
tury. The tribe was founded to mak{ 
possible a movement to the land and l 
return to the Indian way of life. 
The Bear Tribe points to ancient pro~ 
phecies found among native peoples oi 
. a time when refugees from white society 
would come to the Indian "as a lost 
brotheru • The traditional Indians whc 
gave the tribe its ceremonial beginning 
are the first to invite non-Indians tc 
join them and learn their harmony with 
nature.. Led by Sun Bear, a Chippewa 
medicine man. they believe that the time 
awaited has now corne. 
They hope. to carrry this word to all 
those ready to hear the voices of the 
Earth Mother, all those capable of. sur-
viving.. To do this, they have been 
using every medium available. 
The first letters and articles thai made 
- their way around the country attracted 
a steady stream of individuals and small 
groups to the"tribe·s bases in California. 
There are "now, perhap~ 100 members o~ 
the West Coast, and many more are work-
fig with them, on the verge of joining. 
In addition, an undetermined number oj 
supporters have been waiting in the East 
since a party from the tribe made ar 
exploratory swing through that area. 
Thus far, the tribe has adopted aI, 
those wlio . wished to become brother~ 
and has moved them onto the land at 
one of the bases. They will continue 
to seek out available land-several neVi 
bases are just being settled--and to takE 
in new people desiring to be taught. BUl 
in the next months there will be a change 
of emphasis, what one member calls 
"stripping fDr action". 
"It's time that this became a national 
movement" says Sun Bear. "We've got 
to give them the word to start where they 
are, to get something going and star1 
looking}o!' land • .. Then weC;;~;Bi,eQ~'p~.9Rl~:" ' 
arpUnd to teach them, and they can be-
come clans of the tribe if they want.'T. 
He is turning toward the tribe's ori-
ginal purpose of fostering a movement 
'to the land in every locality. Like most 
Indians who have kept their traditions ,and 
very many of those _ weary of urban 
society, who read thif; article, he sees 
that the need is urgent. Too urgentfoI" 
Qne group's. mediCine to give immediatE 
strength everywhere. 
"People can S':art to teach themselves 
a. lot of itU is the message Sun Bear is 
carrying. "They'll have to start taking. 
care of themselves now~ if they're ever 
going to make it out of the cities. WE ~ 
can't become a land agency for them.,j' 
The Bear Tribe weighs the meaning oi 
survival against this. "The change we'rr· 
working for can't be political", says one 
member. "That just doesn't hold a 
way out. It's too late for fratricide. 
This time we have to fight for nature. 
as her children. Everything changes 
but the e,2r-th," 
itself." In a world for which pollution 
has become the symbol, polities are 
exhausted. .. It' s coming down" s'ays 
Gray Wolf, head man at one of the camps 
"We're just feeding off the carcass until 
we learn complete self-sufficiency. We're 
learning to survive with the Mother again." 
Man has been attempting to dam up 
nature. The fight is not for a different 
form of control; the Bear Tribe is fight-
ing to be wild. This is what survival 
must come to mean. 
And this is another reason why smal-
ler groups must. begin moving onto the 
land everywhere, learning to live as 
tribes: independently, allied with other 
bands, or as clans of the Bear Tri~e. 
It will be necessary to learn to· mi-
grate, to live off' the land anywhere .. 
If the Indians are heard. if the move-
ment is toward the land. it may mean 
that great numbers of people will· know. 
how to survive when th e time comes, 
it may cushion the fall. u WeJ;I1ust 
place our dependency only with the Earth 
Mother .. " 
The Indian can speak with the voice 
of the land, and he can teach· his non-
Indian brothers to survive if they will 
hear this voice. The Bear Tribe can 
provide some of these teachers. once their 
own bases near self-sufficiency. But 
their .. medicine can work only if it is 
made use of by those in "'d. This 
must become a national movement to 
nature. " 
'All tribal members who are to learn 
Indian ,cu}ture and wilderness skik111s a 
being moved to the Sierra bases. 'In a 
season there will be teachers ready. 
The few actively engaged in spreading 
the word of survival are almost ready 
to do this on the move: stripping for 
actftm. 
The caravan will travel as long as it 
tfl~'f'H'ito reach ev;erv group that invites 
'them. They are trying to make their 
plans known far and w;~? through every 
!Ee;;!~lS p()sSIlJle. AI1yone~ ill any .r:~g~O!I{. 
who thinks he can help th€!lJl find. an al» thE , 
ence, or who has a group that would like . 
to'"'meerwl:ffi~tn:eirrepresenta"tives.·· is 
asked to write to them at P.O. Box 
1222, in Sacramento. California, 95806. 
Very roughly~ they will travel east-
ward on a southerly course, and return 
some months later through the North .. ' 
Ggroups ,. in the. Southwest might try to 
contact them with dates in mind early_ 
in the period after May 4; those in the 
Northwest might anticipate a meeting 
perhaps two months later. They will 
remain on the road as long as it takes 
to complete the tour, and will take as 
many members as necessary to cover 
all distances. 
The tour will allow Sun Bear to search 
out lapd in other states, and to bring 
land and people together, the nature of 
his, mediCine. "People will still be able 
tQ,.;WQrk.:with them.' when . they 
Newman Center. and 
f()~at.i~n throug-hlette.rs. 
pass on in..;. 
Manv traditional Jndians, from tribes 
\videly'scattered, interpret their prophe-
cies to mean that the last days of the 
. civilization are at hand. The Hopi are 
best known; they believe that the Day 
of Purification is at hand, when a gourd 
of ashes will be poured upon the earth. 
Only those who have kept the song of 
the Creator in their hearts can sur-
vive. 
lD. the first letter the tribe malled 
out to make themselves known~ they stated 
their wish to be "nothing less than a 
tribal alternative to the economics of 
America" • They spoke of a "network 
of communes". This will become their 
essential effort, rather than the taking 
of individuals into their own circle • 
The urban base in Sacramento will be 
abandoned entirely, as a nucleus of mem-
bers prepare for a caravan to travel 
around the country. Theywill go wherever 
engagements can be made, or groups 
wish to meet with them beginning early 
in May. 
In this manner ~ they will avoid expending 
all· the tribe's energy in giving direction 
to individuals escaping the cities.. M~y 
future roembespassed through the' base ' 
on their way to the hills, but many more 
drifted through without a serious commit-. 
ment. and this worked against the tribe's 
nature. "You can't hold a. medicine 
counc!l with fifteen, strangers in the 
room." 
The purpose is to bring a knowledge 
of what real survival is, seeding tribal' 
groups in every part. of the country. 
"This society isn't going to last very 
long" says one of the Indian members. 
"In two years we see armed bands run-
ning wild in the cities. There's going 
to be a stream of desperate people coming 
outa We're not going to survive if we 
don't learn to live off the land~ to move 
wherever we need to, as a tribe. That 
doesn't mean just here, m California. 
, This has to hapoen fill over the coun-
try. We're talking about survival." 
.Ie·SUS Power 
Strikes Power. 
In Sacramtilnto on Fem;,.ary 13, over 
5,000 young people from all over Cali-
fornia and the PacifiC Northwest:·whites. 
blacks. Mexican-Americans. Orientals, 
"Well-scrubbed teens and bushy street 
types alike, marched eight abreast to the 
state capitol. Unlike past demonstrations 
the peaceful marchers (Jesus People), 
called for a spiritual Revolution. Their 
placards arid banners (such as, "Uncle 
Sam: Jesus Wants You," and "You 
rcan take Jesus out of Loving, but -you 
can't take the Loving out ofJ~sus"). 
their~6t)g~ ("P,~t YQur Hand.inth~Hlt-nd,u 
"~·\ltithe' N'8;me; of J~susJ't "They' will 
··"lalOW" we' .are .. Christians by Our. Love.'·) 
and,their chantS: ("'One'WaylH);'pro-
clairn:edto others th~irbelief ill Jesus 
as ItTheGreat Liberator." 
Throughout . the country there has been 
a great movement in: Which thousands of 
young people e.ach week are being turned 
. on to Jesus. In the February 9, issue of 
Look Magazine. Brian Vachon, feature 
writer, commented, .. A crus ade--a 
maSSive, fundamentalist, Christ-as-
personal-Savior revival--has caught hold 
in California, and it shows every'sign of 
sweepfug East and becoming a national 
preoccupation. UIt's an old-time, Bihle-
toting, witness-giving kind of revival. and 
the new evangelists are ~he young. "They 
give their Christian message with cheer-
ful dedication: Turn on ..;, to- Jesus." 
(Brian Vochon and the two staff photo-
graphers, Jacky and Betty Cheetham, 
accepted Jesus into their lives after 
visiting the Jesus People in Costa Mesa, 
California.) 
NBC's uFirst Thesday" showed to 
millions of viewers a Jesus People Comm-
unal Training Center in, Texas. After the 
show. TV producer Robert Rogers. who 
spent three weeks 'there. stated, .. 'these 
kids had no chips on their shOUlders, 
J ave and T ov nrevailed:' 
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The movement had its early beginnings 
in the Mid 60's in the San Fransico Bay 
Area with the House of Acts, a Christian 
Communal Center. Since that time. over 
200 centers have been incorporated 
throughout the U.S. and Canada. Many 
more weekly "rap sessions and teach-ins 
have been organized and are regularly 
increasing in fonowers. 'I1ieir me6::,<..0e 
is an un-adulterated acceptance of the 
message of God's Love, found in the Bible 
without apologies to their rejection of 
modern theolOgy. They emphasize in their 
preaching that God is offering us all 
abnndant life, "the heaviest life style 
for you." Unlike most modernist trends 
they believe that God answers all our 
prayers,., a way that honors Him. It is 
not uncommonformedically-authenticated 
healings to occur including heroin addicts 
cured with no withdrawal pains. 
The tt Jesus FreakS" witness in the 
streets.. in ChristaJn Coffee Houses 
(ex. J.C. Power & Light Co. and the 
Charisma Coffee House), and rallies: 
a~- Jes.us-R?<:k" con~etts, high' sChoois; 
and UnlVersltles. HIgh school prinCipaLs, 
impressed by the changed lives they saw, 
have welcomed them to· their schools to 
give assemblies to help cope with seroius 
drug problems •. Many Bible-study groups 
started before and after school hours. 
. When two principals complained of rel-
gion on campus, students promptly changed 
the meetings names to .. • eDictionary 
Studies .. " The kids explored the mean-
ings of such words as sin. salvation. 
,love. and life. 
The major communication media for the ' 
Jesus People is the underground-rype 
newspaper. The papers, (Hawaii Free 
Paper, Holywood Free Paper. Marantha 
Free Press. Right On, Truth. and the new 
oraCle), are distributed by well-dressed 
Christians, hippiessand former outlaw-
bikers. The largest paper (260,000 cir-
. ~1I-1Sl'tj~!l'~ ~e Holvwood Free PaJ;leJ:" will 
be distributed F~iday mOI7Ilfug iri tne ro-' 
tunda of Boyden Hall or by contacting 
your local II Jesus People" representative: 
Dana Roberts in Room 302 in Scott Hall 
or Barbara Hughes in Room 109 in Pope 
Hall \)r Rene Pariseau and Jim Reedy in 
Great Hill.. ' 
Next week: Jesus People in the gay -State, 
~.~ 
C~ 
The Board. for United MiniStrY Inc., 
. with·· CbristianFellowshtp as . its on-
campus form, had its annual meeting on 
Apnl 12th at the Center, onS,tandish 
RQad •. 
At this· meeting several students were 
named to· replace 'those graduating or 
leaving as a result, of expired terms. 
The new students named to the board 
are: Mr. Greg Lee, Mr. Ed MoIleo, 
Mr. Van Hayhow, Miss Jane Viera. Mr. 
Ken Edwards, and students who remain 
from previous terms are Miss Lynn 
Gradner, and Miss Lynne Duseau. 
A graduating senior» Miss Judy Taubert, , 
has been hired by the miniStry as an asso-
ciate. working with Rev. Richard Huffines 
for the next academiC year. 
Two graduating . seniors wh~' will begin 
terms on the board are Miss Mary Moore 
and Sister Marie Messina. 
Faculty members who shall continueon 
the board are: Dr. ClayGreen, Prof. Tom 
Watson and Prof. Vahe Marganian with 
Prof. Lewis Shippers as the faculty ad-, 
visor to the Christian FellowshiP' organ-
ization. . 
The officers. for the next year are: 
Chairman: Dr. Clay Greene 
Vice-Chairman: Prof. Vahe Marganian 
Secretary: Miss Lynne Duseau ' ' 
Treasurer: Sister Marie Messina, 
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The Bridgerwater State College Chap-
ter of the Peace Corps School Partner-
ship Program is a fund raising program 
designed to aid in the building of a, 
FILM and PHOTO FESTIVAL PLANNED 
school or dispensary for a needy people 
in an under-developed nation. "Lack 
of schools creates a know ledge famine that 
Dr. James Lester, Chairman of the De-' undercuts all other efforts to improve 
University Film Study Center (UFSC) 
AND Hampshire College announced this 
week their first annual summer institute, 
"Film and Photography:' to be held at 
Hampshire's new campus near Amherst, 
Mass., June 20 - July 3. 
The Institute will be a two-week, con-
centrated educational experience for tea-
chers. potential teachers, students and 
entsusiasts of film and photography. 
Six areas of intensivce study a:r:e offer-
ed: Film Making,.' with documentary 
Film Maker Richard Leacock; introducing 
a newly developed Super-8mm sync sound 
system; Basic and Advanced Photography 
workshops with Diane Ar bus and Lee 
Friedlander; a seminar on effective film 
teaching approaches for secondary, col-
lege and university levels; Ii study of 
the influence 'of Soviet Cinema in the 
development of film; and a survey of 
Photography and Literature as expres-
sions of American Culture with Alan 
Trachtenberg from Yale, and Peter Bun-
nell from the Museum of. Modern Art. 
Evenings will be devoted to screenings, 
special lectures and rap sessions with 
an experimental program of recent de-
velopments in video tape over the week-
end. 
Room and board are available. Appli-
cants are advised to register as soon 
as possible. Registration for the in-




An exhaustive workshop on the basics 
of film production featuring a revolu-
_,",_~!3UEl:",~ .. x,:~~'~".'L~~t> .. ~~. 8 mm sync sound ~"'''''-~emg~a~veroped''by the 
at: M,LT.. Consider a-
only in an academic sense but also in 
an emotional, aesthetic or political sense. 
(20 students. Instructor: Richard Lea-
cock). 
Basic Photography 
An intensive two-week workshop for the 
beginning photographer, dealing with the 
'implications of the photograph as art and 
communication. The course is designed 
to help the student develop a heighten-
ed awareness of the visual environment 
and a personal photographic perception. 
(15 students. Instructor: Jerome Lie-
bling). 
Advanced Photography 
A • 'marathon workshop" in two one-week 
sessions about th e ways and means of 
photography where it comes from and 
where it might go, possibilities and pit-
falls, how to go' about doing it. The first 
week is with Diane Arbus, the second 
with Lee Friedlander. (15 students.) 
Implementing Film Study 
A course in two one-week sessions ex-
ploring effective approaches to teaching 
film at the secondary, college and uni-
verSity levels. In the first week. Ge-
r'ald Noxon will discuss the pictorial, 
literary and social origins of cinema 
narrative', and Gerald O'Grady wiU·fol-
low with a more loosely structured multi 
media exposition of methods of film cri-
ticism and analysis. (30 students). 
The Soviet Cinema 
An in-depth study. of one of the major 
influences in the history· of the develop-
ment of film with the emphasis on the 
early period following the Revolution and 
leading up to the present. Included in 
the course will be a special presenta-
tion by Jay Leyda of Yale of almost the 
entire footage of Eisenstein's work in 
Mexico. (25 students. Instructor: An-
nette Michelso~). 
Photography and Literature in America 
A concentrated four-day week-end course 
focusing on the relationship between photo-
graphy and literature as forms of expres-
sion in American culture from the mid 
. 19th. Century to the present, with the 
partment of Psychology, in 1963', _was -part the quaiity of life." Providing these 
of an expedition comprised entirelY'of Am - people with a school means providing them 
ericans who tackled the challenge of clirnb- with a chance to live a better life. With 
ing the highest peak in theworl~,Everest, an education, comes the opportunity for 
at 29,028 feet. .. :.' . a people to become more aware of·what 
Most of the great peaks have been·climb- talents and capabilities they have, to insure 
ed by teams having the financial as well as a higher standard of living for. more 
moral support of their national gov- people. It is a program designed to help 
ernments. However; Mountain-climbing them help themselves. This self-help 
has never been an important sportmg oriented idea is very important to the 
activity in the United States and has never people and the peace cause. Learning 
received any government support. Hence . to do things for themselves instills a 
the funding of the nearly $200,000 that greater pride and dignity in the minds 
it took to transport and supply this Everest of the people, rather than another nati?n 
expedition was a major triumph. It was doing the work for them. Yet, WIth 
carried out by a Swiss-born American minimal aid from us this spirit can be 
film-maker, Norman Dyhrenfurth, who achieved. 
for years dreamed of leading an All- "By working together in building a 
American expedition totheHimala,yas,and school or. clinic villagers learn what 
it was as much of an achievement in its community action can ac:hieve!' Slowly 
own way, the raising of that money fro~ people who may ~ave~een,\Vit~ou~,much 
private- soUrces,' 'as was the climbing of hope, realize how ,rnucl1~~ey ,~an I:lcc:0tn-
Everest. plish through "their. own . efforts. . This 
. The expedition consisted of 17 climbers. new sense of achievement at the comple ... 
all of' them experienced and well.,.kno~ tion of the school may initiate further 
in American climbing groups. The climb community actions towards the better-
involved a flight half-way around the ment of the society. So the 'little concern, 
world~ fOllowed by a 190 mile hikethrough confldence and effort from us may give 
the foothills of the Himalayas to the base them enough motivation to make them 
of Everest at 18,000 feet, then a prolonged realize what potentialities they have for 
build-up of supplies and camps along the success I 
route up toward the top. In the end the This is the goal of the program. offer-
mountain was climbed by three seperate ing students and faculty an opportunity 
teams of two each. Two teams reached to help uplife the spirits and lives of 
the top by the same route as Sir Edmund a needy people. Knowing that others care 
Hillary did in 1953, and one team pio- for them tells them they are not alone 
neered a new. and difficult route never in their struggles. And providing them 
explored before. The intire enterprise, with the money for materials, a chance 
from the beginning of the approach march to succeed, gives them a feeling of self-
to the return to the point of origin, took worth which every human being needs. 
just less than four months. "These are uncomplicated, unassuming 
On Monday, April 26th, at 3:00 and people, who are literally struggling for 
again, on Tuesday. April 27th, at 2:00 . a better way of life.'" We talk 'about~~ 
., the Psychology Club will present giving a damn, love and brotherhood: 
.~""". 1 •• IIj~!~ ·?!W~e~W;~i~o~ 
Trachtenberg and Peter Bunnell) 
.". For further information, please contact: 
UNNERSITY FILM SWDY CENTER 
Box 275 
Cambridge, Mass. 
(Tel. 617 894-0920) 
film-making, who was also a s Idlled climb- can do for the Peace Corps School Part-
er. and by Dyhrenfurth who was formerly nership Program and yourself by be-
head of the film deparnnent at UCLA. coming involved in the Peace Corps School 
It. includes the first movie film ever Partnership Program activities at Bridge-
shot from the summit of Everest. The water. It you truly give a damn, don't. 
film was edited and shown on television turn away on those who need you, every-
by the National Geographic Society and one can contribute towards the building 
. features a narration by Orson Welles. of a better world. 
It is approximately one hour in length FOR PEACE BEGINS WITH PEOPLE' 
and will be shown in the Science Lecture AND ONLY PEOPLE CAN MAKE PEACE 
Hall. AdmiSSion charge will be 25 cents. WORKIII 
American .~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ! ••••••••••• ~ 
Forum for International Study 
Dr. C. Eric Lincoln, President of the 
American Forum for International study. 
announced today that univers ities in Ghana 
and· Nigeria would bdthe sites for the 
fourth consecutive African Studies pro-
grams sponsored by the American Forum. 
The African Studies programs will 
begin July 3 and conclude August ,5, 
and will carry six academic credits frorp 
the University of Massachusetts~ The. 
faculty for the programs will be drawn 
exclusively from the African Studies spe-
cialists of the Institute of Afr.lcanStudies, 
University of Ghana, and the University . 
of Ibadan (Nigeria). . 
Dr. Lincoln said that the Ghana' pro-
gram, in addition to 60-75 hours of lec-
tures. would include field study strips to 
Kumasi, Elmina, Tema, and other histor-
ical sites. Special programs of dance, 
music and the arts will be included as 
part of the program. The N.ational Dance 
Company of Ghana led by Mr. A.M. Opoku 
will perform for the participants. 
The program in Nigeria will be cen-
tered in Ibadan and have as its theme 
Comparative African Cultures. Lectures 
will be provided by leading scholars from 
the University of Ibadan and field trips 
will be made to Lagos, Ite, Abeokuta, 
and the Muslim North. American tea-
chers will be given the opportunity to 
collect and develop materials for use 
m their U.S. Classrooms. 
As in all American Forum programs, 
Ghanaian and Nigerian students will par-
ticipate in the programs. 
In addition to universitY based pro-
grams, Dr. Lincoln also announced' that. 
the Forum wouldsponsora. SiXCOur1try 
. West African cuIturaI,tour. Natiortsto 
be visiteq are Senegal, Liberia,. Ivory 
Coast,Ghana, Dahomey. and Nigeria. 
Participants in the three-wee~ program 
will meet with leading figures in the fields 
of government, educatioI\t and the .arts 
of each nation~_ . . . 
The American For-lim has pioneered 
on-the-scene programs in African stu-
dies for American students' and teachers •. 
Since its founding in 1968 as a' private~ 
non-profit educational organization, the 
American Forwnhas taken over 500 
Americans to Africa for suJ.pi.er study 
and field work. . . 
The executive director of the Ameri-
can Forum, Dr. Melvin Orimmer, Chair-
man of the 'History Department at Spel-
man College in Atlanta, spent a week 
in West Africa in mid-February com-
pleting arrangements for the Forum's 
1971 programs. 
Information about the Forum's 1971 
programs may. be obtained by writing 
Dr. Melvin Drimmer at 86 Forsyth St.~ 
N.W., Atlanta. Georgia, 30303. 
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PAT PAULSEN AT 8.S.C. 
Pa.t Paulsen, the nation" s male sex , 
symbol, entertained a relatively small 
audience in the Student Union Auditorium 
last Friday night. Despite the size of 
the audience, they responded really well 
to a very good performance. 
Paulsen, a presidential candidate, in 
1968, said that his staff had already be-
gun denying reports that he would be a 
candidate in the '72, (although plans are 
underway for him to enter the New Hamp-
shire primary). Pat brought ecology into 
the political sphere. He told the audience 
that Sen. Edmund Muskie CD-Maine) was 
the first political leader to become in-
terested in ecology. Sen. Muskie be-
came very disturbed when he discovered 
that Maine's sewerage system flowed 
directly into Maine's waterways. But, 
this is why Sen. Muskie always laughs 
when President Nixon and V.P. Agnew 
claim thar they are in the Maine stream. 
Paulsen's performance was divided into 
different lecture topics. The most en-
joyed topic was "Is S-E-X a four letter 
word". Right on stage" Pat displayed 
full scale models of the male and female 
bodies - Barby and Ken dolls. Pat dis-
proved the myth of the stork. statinir that 
a stork would have to have a wing span 
of 18 feet in order to carry the average 
baby. Pat then entered the serious part 
of his sex lecture - reprOduction. He 
compared the making of a baby to the 
making of a flower.. The pollen fails 
on the petals and a little flower is pro-
duced. Ken and Barby were allowed to 
demonstrate. although Pat chastised Ken 
-telling him that he ,')nly had to make a 
flower. not a whole garden. 
Paulsen also commented on the Wo-
men's Lib Movement. summing it up 
beautifull by saying. II I don't think we 
should judge people by the shape of their 
Skin." 
The funniest part of the program were 
his hand shadows. Some of the memor-
able ones were -indexfinger, hand attach-
ed to arm. fist attached to arm, dog biting 
Dean Deep, and dog dead after biting Dean 
Deep. 
Pat Paulsen ended on an extremely ser-
ious note, narrating a movie. 
It showed a baby growing up to be 
a boy. an adolescent. a man, a soldier, 
a casualty - l<that'S the way it is and 
always has been "" why?'" 
Pat told the audience that he would be 
back to talk with them after the show-
During the fifteen minute wait, mostoftbe 
audience stayed and was entertained by 
a SSC student. known to us only as "cow-
boy". 
Cowboy. in a DCT'ald Duck voice kept 
the audience laughinp;. Then Pauls en came 
back out to talk to the kids. He sat on the 
edge of the stage and stamped autographs 
(he has his own Signature stamp - he 
doesn't sign). 
Pat Paulsen was a delightful person 
and a really fine performer. The sound 
could have been better and the audience 
larger - but he was tremendous. 
CHORALE IN PHILLY 
On Thursday, April 15. seventy mem- Episcopal Church. The Chorale was con-
bers of the Chorale embarked on a con- dueted by Leonard Atherton, conductor 
cel-:t,,~0~n,?f,?()~meP3,;~~J~~seX~if~9- '. In"t'ef,lideace'Rt the University -of· -Pen-
Pennsylvania. The tour began Wlth a con-:- nsylvania. The final concert· was pre-
eert at the Moorestown Friends School sented at the University Lutheran 
in Moorestown, N.J, Chorale members Church, on the campus of the Univer-
were entertained in the homes of Moores- siry of Perinsylvania~ 
town residents. Friday, the group pre- Under the direction of Prof. David 
senteel a program at the Friends Select Rinald, the Chorale performed such sel-
School in downtown Philadelphia. Sat- ections as Thompson's 'The Last Words 
urday~ Chorale members toured Phil- of David' and 'The Hallelujah Chorus' 
ad~lphia and attended a performance of from Handel's Messiah. Concert solo-
St. Matthew's Passion performed by ists were Myra Medeiros, Donna Mil-
Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphia ani, and Christine Fernandes. The 
Orchestra. Chorale was accompanied by Robert 
Sunday morning the Chorale was quest Caldwell. . 
choir at St. Hamilton 
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PAT PAULSEN LOOKS AT THE 70'S 
DAVID H. RINALD, 
,DIRECTOR OF CHORALE 
"Huckleberry Finn," a story-theater 
adaptation, based on Mark Twain's 
masterpiece, will be presented at the Loeb 
Drama Center in Cambridge, April 15-18 
and April 21-24, at 8:30 p~m. The Harvard· .. ·. 
DramatiC Club production wjU also play 
a special matinee persormance on Sat-
urday. April 24, at 2:30 p.m. 
In this story-theater verSion. directed 
by Laurence Bergreen, the cast makes 
the adaptation directly from the episodes 
in the text. The story is alternately acted 
out and narrated. The stress is on action, 
on showing through mUSic and mime 
as well as though words. . 
The production of uHuckleberry Finn" 
is the first story-theater work to reach 
the Loebmainstage. For further infor-
mation about this unusual dramatic re-
. telling of Mark Twain's immortal master-
"piece. call the Loeb Drama Center. 64 
Brattle Street, Cambridge, 864-2630. Box 
office opens at noon. 
erryJeff>Walker 
M",- 8~ 
in· concert with 
Barbara Carns 
8pm 
Horace Mann Auditorium 
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A LOOK AT. JOY of, COOKING 
JOY OF COOKING 
Capitol artists, Joy of Cooking, gave 
a live concernt, free of charge, on Fri-
day, the ninth of April, in Washington 
D.C. near the Washington Monument. 
Newcomers to the recording field, 
they have aroused great interest in 
their first album, in which emphasis 
waS made on their soft, relaxed. and 
quiet - joyous - approach to rock. 
Their, expert musicianship has gained 
wide approval, and they are making many 
friends while forming a following. 
The recent full page article about 
them in Time Magazine, the April 12th 
issue, is proof of quickly growing, far-
reaching popularity. -
FEMALE ROCK 
Until lately, notable female rock 
groups have been about as numerous 
as firl gO'alies in the National Hockey 
League. 
Which is understandable. Todai s 
rock climate is far rem9ved from the 
sugary days of Phil-Spitalny and his 
all girl orchestra. There is nothing 
particularly feminine about strumming 
a deafening electric guitar. flailing with 
feet and hands at an electric keyboard. 
or stomping the stage shOuting over-
amplified sex lyrics. The few females 
to succeed in rock (Janis joplin, Grace 
_ Slick, Genya Ravan) have usually bee!l' 
singers in all-male bands. 
Now, partly as a result of the Wom-
en's Lib movement, female rock groups 
are breaking out around the country. 
Most are notable mainly for their fo-
rensic rather than their musical line: 
Pride of Women, a Detroit group, con-
sists of four leggy but irate girls. who 
lay down a rough, reeling beat as raw 
as anything done by the ear 1y Rolling 
Stones. Trouble is. the girls' sexual 
solidarity is too ferociously antimale 
to be borne by anything except. perhaps, 
an aU-girl audience. ("Get your gun, 
honey. Don't be afraid tokill the sold-
iers when they come.") Pride of Wo-
men, mfact. so enraged the clientele 
at a Louisville bar that the manager 
spray~d Mace' at the group. which fled 
.... 
ders with bullets. 
Goldflower is a new New York rock 
trio that offers a qUiet, coutrified sound 
with occasional Women's Lib lyrics 
(I'm gettin' -on woman--gettin' on by my-
self--sometimes I take it out and shake 
it--most times I leave it on the shelf"). 
Composed of two college dropouts' and 
a graduate of the University of Wis-
conSin, Goldfl6wer works the Eastern 
college circuit ,and so far has no in-
terest in a recording contract. "welre 
not trying to make mOriey," says Sin-
ger Lorraine Shapiro. "We're trying 
to get women to organize and fight 
repression.'" Los Angeles' newest girl 
group somewhat coyly calls itself Fan-
ny. More commercial than combative, 
. Fanny already has an album. just re-
leased by Reprise Records. The sound 
is not impressive. But the sight of 
four young girls -making rock-'n' -roll 
music is still a novelty. and the girls 
have been able to start a tour. 
The one outfit so far that can com-
pete with top-level male 'ban d quality 
,is joy of Cooking, and it is only partly 
female. The group is owned and led 
by two 32-year-old women. Terry 
Garthwaite, a tough rock singer. plays 
electric guitar and sings with a scratchy 
authority that can suggest Janis jop-
lin. Her partner. Toni Brown, a pretty 
Bennington graduate, sings, stomps a-
round the stage, plays electric piano 
and organ, and writes songs about what 
it is like to be a woman. (. 'Time goes. 
and the baby keeps grow in' • and I can't 
help know in' , baby I love you"). The 
girls --backed by three males, Fritz 
Kasten, 27. drums, Ron Wilson, 37, 
congas, and Jeff Neighbor, 28, bass--
produce a reasonably rich mixture of 
blues, wailing gospel and riffs of pure 
country, .folk and hard rock,; all curious-
ly overlaid with Latin conga rhythms. 
joy of Cooking does best on Only I 
Time Will Tell Me, a gospel song 
written by Toni and sung by Terry, 
and Castles, which ends with the two 
girls twining their voices in a long, 
wild scramble of Afro scat singing. 
Joy's first album, just released by, 
Capitol, is slowly climbing the charts. 
Meanwhile, the group is· getting ready 
for a nationwide tour. It has been a 
long wait for recognition. Terry and Toni 
formed their outfit in 1967, but for four 
years they played mainly pass-the-hat 
parties., high schools and local dives. 
"I guess we're not as aggressive. as we 
would be if we were males," Toni 
explains. "We stck together, though, 
partly because women have a lot to say 
and they're just not saying'it in music:' 
At Mandrake's, theBerkeleypightcluj) 
;,;,(.)Y~e~~,:&:9 ." ·~~~~.!li~,~c" 
';mi!e'patron~.. " . y"jtlfupon 
the stage, grab the instruments fromthe 
girls and try to take over. In general, 
fees were lower than for comparable 
male groups too. For a while. it looked 
as if Joy of Cooking might remain one 
of America's thousands of unknown "par_ 
ty" bands. At one point, Terry and Toni 
were actually forced to revert to making 
and selling dresses to pay the rent. 
Now the gigs are rolling in, along 
with good money and praise from crit-
ics. It remains to be seen, though, if 
the male-dominated world of rockmusic 
is really ready for Women's Lib. 
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SUMMER JOBS ON THE CAPE 
Cape Cod is seventy miles long from 
the Canal to Provincetown. Anyone 
planning to work on the Cape this coming 
summer should consider this when look-
ing for a job. It takes several days to 
cover the Cape, and money will be needed 
to pay for living expenses. There is no 
public transportation, therefore, a car 
is needed for job hunting as many places 
of employment are located outside the 
village centers. A birr.h certificate is 
needed because of Massachusetts labor 
laws. Students should be ready, willing, 
and able to start, work when they look 
for work. 
According to Dr. Herman V. LaMark, 
Director of the Massachusetts Division 
of Employment SecUrity, applications for 
summer work may be filed at the Div-
ision's office at 225 Main Street, Hyannis. 
The summeJ; employment situation on 
Cape Cod is influenced by the labor market. 
housing and transportation. The year 
round population of the Cape is 96,000 
residents with a labor force of 30,000 
people. As a result of this. many summer 
jobs are now year-round. jobs and the 
number of summer openings is reduced 
ace ordingly. 
Most summer jobs are in the service 
and retail s ales areas and are at the min-
imum wage of $1.60 an hour; although 
there are some available at $1.80' to $2.00 
an hour, depending on experience. Many 
of the resort and service occupations 
afford supplemental income through tips. 
The majority of jobs available are on a 
six day a week basis and require work on 
weekends. A unon-tip" occupation pays 
a minimum of $1.60 an hour. In the case 
of "tip" occupations an' employer is 
allowed to pay two thirds of the hourly 
rate. Howeverp if thiS, plus tipsl does 
not equal the minimum wage, the employer 
should make up the difference. The Mass-
achusetts Division of Wages and Hours 
has a representative on the Cape to assist 
students. 
Automobile transportation is most lm-
feasable for summer workers because of 
the heavy traffic. Ther.efore, the use of 
motor scooters or bicycles is suggested. 
With this in mind, it is better to get a job 
first. and then look for housing near the 
job. There are a number of houses, 
apartments and rooms available for 
summer rental. House rentals run from 
$1~500 to $2,200 for the ten week season. 
Rooms and apartments are considerable 
less expenSive. If you have a job, you 
know how much you can afford for rent. 
Homeowners near where you work will 
know of your employer and will want to 
find out your employment status before 
you rent. 
Many owners require dam age deposits 
which mayor may not be refunded. Many 
towns have established ord;lnances relative 
to behaVior and extensive partying. In-
fractions of the ordinances may lead to 
eviction. It would" be unfortunate to pay 
for housing and be evicted in mid season. 
Beware of "friends" --either new or old--
who have no job and no place to stay 
and would be perfectly willing to move in 
on a worker who has shelter, food, and 
a full-time job. 
SCHOOL ClOSED 
BRIDGEW ATER - Whi.l,~ "radicalism" is 
apparently on the wane in colleges and 
universities across America~ as most 
observers agree it is, it is still popular 
in a country that had it long before it 
hit the United States full force, and that 
country is France. 
The French, equivalent of Harvard 
University. the ECole Normale Superiure • 
has been closed. perhaps permanently. as 
a result of continuing disruptiolas. The 
director of the institution, Robert Flace-
liere. led a force of 50 gendarmes in a 
frontal assault on the prestigious univerSi-
ty to recapture it from leftist students who 
nad won control of the grounds. The 
students had been assisted. by inVitation, 
by a total of 6,000 anarchists and revolu-
tionaries from the PariS Left Bank sec-
tion, . and before they were driven off, the 
univerSity's library was left in ruins. 
There were 380 students enrolled at 
ENS and for several months a groupnum-
bered at about 40 reNew Left" students out 
of that total had, been trying to gain power •. 
• -------... ------------------"'.buIIetin'. '," .,' '," "., ,.', 'boa'··, .... , .. , .. 'rd' .... ," .... , .. " ______ .. ___ F.la.c.e.ll •. e.r.e_ac.c.u.s.e.d ... th.e •.• 1ef.t.i.S.t.S.tu.d.e.h.ts_Of .. tUrning the university into a • ·r~dbase." 
The Center, at 4 Standish Road is asking 
any female students who are looking for a 
room next: year, to apply to, Christian 
Fellowship c/o Rev.-Richard Huffines. 
Student Union .• ' State. College. 
Details about cost and living arrange-
inEmts can be secured from .either Miss 
judy Taubert or Rev. Huffines. 
Application deadline is ~ay 15t1' 1971. 
Last week 'nIE COMMENT announced 
the candidates for the W.R.A. elections. 
'Miss Patricia. Gill was unintentionally 
lett off the list. ' 
PatridaGill, Corresponding Secretary 
candidate is majoring inSpec!a1 Education, 
and is a Sophomore •. Her interests include 
tennis, archery, bicycling, and swimming. 
W.R.A. Elections will be held Wed-
nesday and Thursday.,April 20th and21st. 
JOB RESEARCH CENTER 
'MEN of all trades to NORTH SLOPE, 
LASKA, and the .YUKON, around 
$2800.00 a month. For complete in-, 
ormation, write Job Research, P.O; 
Box 161, Stn-A, Toronto, Onto Enclose 
3.00 to co er cst' ' .• 
CHEST X-RAYS at MOBIL UNIT 
on Friday. April 30th, at ,9 a.m. to 12 
and I p.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
1 Faculty and employee;s must have one 
every three years~ : 
},Seniors shOUld, haye()nefor comp1e~ion 
of rec.ords tostartemploymenJi,' ,' .. ,; ... ' 
, '., " ... , ,.. .\' 
JAllFreshmeri transfers who have not had 
one this year -:' to comp'Iete healthrecCl~cis. 
. 1Students who ,will' be working with food 
servi,ceso this summer shOUld get One for 
a food handlers permit. ..' ... 
Cards are available at the Business Office 
and the Division ofSiudent Personnel ,and 
the Infirmary • 
.call extension 386 for more information. 
"Improve Your Environment ••• Fight 
Pollution With Pictures," Customer Ser-
vice Pamphlet No. AC-26, shows actual 
projects successfully completed by the 
use of pictures. The 56-page, 8 1/2 
by ll-inch pamphlet, which 'has a list 
price of $1, is available from photographic 
. dealers or directly from KodakQ . 
FINANCIAL AID BULLETIN 
Meeting for all graduating seniors who 
. have, at any time during their attendance 
at Bridgewater State College, borrowed 
money under the National Defense Student 
Loan Program. . . . i>, . 
TUESDAY, APRIL 27 10:00 A.M. . 
DEMONSTATION ROOM BOYDEN HALL 
Projects' detailed by '·lmprove Your 
, Environment ••• Fight Pollution With. Pic-
tureS" fan generally into the categories, 
. of poUutionanatement, conservation of 
wildlife'and' natural areas andbeauti-
fication. The book is based up()n the 
experience and pictures of over 100 dif':'" 
fermll.: organizations. engaged in, ecologi-
cal projects. It has more thiln 250 color 
, andblack-and..;,whiteenvironmental photo..:; 
gl;"aphs. 
Dr. Mary Jean Wallace, who is cur-
rently conducting research .at the Har-' 
vard Center for Population Studies will 
serve as moderator for a discussion 
on the subject of abortion at the Catho-lic Center on Monday, April 28 at 
7:30 PM. . 
. Miss Wallace received her PhD at 
Notre Dame . in 1964. has taught in 
high schools :and colleges and has been 
a· research associ~te at the Harvard Ceh-
ter since ·1968 .. , Spe .attended various 
institutions, inCluding· the University·' ot 
. Gatiforniaand the Marine Biological 
. Laboratories at WO()cls Hole. She belongs 
to numerous professional S oeieties ... 
and has pubIishea several articles'on 
such subjects as ovarianhormones·,con" 
traception . and reproduction. 
, Students 'and faculty arecordiallyin-
vitedto ,attend. and participate in the 
discussion on this current andcontover-










At the close of everyyear, the Women's 
Recreation Association has a grand finale 
to their program. On April 27. 1971. the 
Women's Recreation Association willhold 
a Buffet and Final Program: The induction 
of new officers, awards, and slides of the 
year's events will highlight the evening. 
Invitations have been sent to the women 
faculty, and to those students who have 
actively participated in the W.R.A. this 
year. We are sorry that our records are 
not always accurate. Also, we do not 
keep a list of those students participating 
in off' campus and large functions~ We 
urge all those who did not recieve an in-
vitation and all those who did .not have 
time this year to take advantage of WRA' s 
'programs, to attend. Remember that WRA 
is for you., It operates on your money. 
We urge you to spend an interesting and 
memoriable evening with your . friends. 
For those who did not receive invitations. 
, sign up sheets will be in the dorms and the 
gym. ,The deadline date for signing up is 
April 23rd. 
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Trinidad Tripoli 
Steel Band 
Wednesday May 5 
8: 15 pm 
Students $ 1.25 
M.E. Conservatory Program 
The New England Conservatory of Music 
Opera Theatre, Ian Strasfogel, Director, 
will present two Opera Workshops on 
successive evenings, April 30 and May I, 
in the cOllege's Brown Hall, both at 
8:30 p.m. 
The program will include scenes from 
the following: The Magic Flute by Mozart, 
L'Ajo neU'Imbarazzo by Donizetti (an 
American premiere), Boris Godounov by 
Mussorgsky. Puccini's La Boheme, Eugen 
Onegin by Tchaikovsky, Fidelio by Beetho-
van, Poulenc's Dialogues of the Car-
melites. and Rape of Lucretia by Britten. 
The workshop will be directed by Ian 
Strasfogel with staging by Mr. St-
rasf~gel and Michael Kaye. Accompan-
ists will be Terry Decima, Philip More-
head, and Edward Roberts. ' 
The public is cordially invited free of 
admission. charge,_ 
QffJCialwerd' 
froxnRex Trailor of tbeir acceptance 
in the WBZ-TV4Safari Club. The Sa-
fari Club was formed to help earn mon-
ey" for new animals for the' Boston 
Zoo. 
Fund raising activities include a car 
wash Wednesday, May 5,1971, from 9-5. 
The house will be manned by tne girls 
of Section Nine in 1lothing more than 
~hotpants' (and blousesl). All commuters 
are urged to have their cars washed for 
only $1.00 (that goes for resident stu-
dents with cars too). 
VOTE 
ARTHUR SilVA 
It is hoped by the Section Nine Sa-
fari Club to raise enough money to buy 
an Olympic Elk for· the Franklin Park 
Zoo. With the support. of. the entire 
Bridgewater College Community it can be 
done. 
Pleast'? remember May 5. Some poor 
Olympic Elk is just waiting for a home. 
President , Class Of '72 
Promises Made ... Promises Kept 
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1971 Bridgewater State College Track Team 
Landers paces team 
TRACK TEAM FINISHES SECOND 
BRIDGEWATER - The Brdgewater State 
College track team captured seven firsts 
out of thirteen events, but lacked the 
depth to win, coming in second in a tri-
meet with Rhode Island College and 
Mass. Maritime here yesterday after-
noon. 
Captain Steve Landers provided ex-
citement as he set a new record for the 
most points in one meet for Bridgewater, 
nt· ~ing. a total of 26 1/4 points. He cap-
tured five first place finishes and was a 
leg of te winning relay team. The old 
B.S.C. record of 23 points was also held 
by the tall, blond senior captain who is 
a Marine Corps veteran. 
All together," Landers accounted for 
26 1/4 points out of the teams total of I 
&1If!!IIII •• ijW-!1Jftll'ltn 'll_~p;4.thtt~ getting over half the points 
. all by himself. 
He scored first places finishes in 
the long jump (20" 5'), the triple jump 
~ilIl~iIi!fll\1\",""""t,,,"', .. ~"'·-""""·'''''"'''''"''''''··· (3~~117/8") the 100.,..yard dash (10.8), the .. 
220 yard dash (24.S) and the javelin (he 
threw it 162 * 3"). . 
Uther first' place finishes for the 
Bears were Norton. who threw the dis-
cus 135'6" and the relay, which was 
won by Bridgewater. 
HEIMEN IN MAlt'H 
Dartmouth. Mass.-Junior FrankCullen 
and Ron Kendall combined speed. power, 
and steady defense, to capture the second 
doubles trophy at the Southern New England 
Tennis Conference meet last weekend at 
Southeastern Massachusetts University. 
After being nipped 7-9 in the fitst set of 
their.openipg match with the host S.M. U. 
After disposing of the SMU doubles pair,. 
Cullen and Kendall swept the next three 
~ in straight sets. They downed 
Bryant College 6:-1, 6-3. Then the Bridge-
water apH:t dropped Quinnipiac 6.;.1, 6-4. 
FfnalJy, they vaulted" over Nichols 6-3,. 
6-0 to, annex the trophy. 
Bridgewater's number one man, Rainer 
.BaUman ran into some good tennis players 
and finished with a 1-3 slate in the number 
singles. Ray Souza, playing in the number 
two singles position fared better at 2-2 • 
. First doubles pair Joe Walker and Naggy 
Webby compiled a 1-3 mark for the meet. 
Finishing a respectable second in the 
team standings, the Bears may be picking 
up where they left off last year. In 1970 
the sse netmen finished \l(ith a 12-1 mark 
and were the most successful athletic 
squad in many years. 
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BEARS NOW 5 AND 3 
SPLIT WITH NICHOLS 
BRIDGEWATER - The Bears split a 
double-header with Nichols on Saturday, 
dropping the opener 3-i and winning the 
second game, 3-2. 
The hero of the Bridgewater victory 
was Mike Cowdrey, who smashed a bases 
loaded single in the 1st inning to power 
the Bears to their third win of the season. 
Ed JarviS went all the way to pitch his 
second victory of the season. 
He struck out seven, walked one, and 
gave up only five hits. 
The loser in the first game for the 
Bears was senior hurler Bruce Larson, 
who pitched a magnificent no-hUter until 
weakening in the sixth inning. 
Collecting hits for the Bridgewater 
nine were Ed Thurston. who also made 
a game-saving catch in the night-cap. 
Larry Norton, Jim Duffy, Mike Fiero. 
and another hit by Cowdrey. who is the 
team batting leader, hitting .571 through 
the Nichols game. 
BEARS BURY 
RHODE ISLAND 11.2 
BRIDGEWATER - The Bears went rolling 
along on Tuesday, smashing Rhode Island 
College here at home by a score of .11-2. 
Hitles saver th first four frames, and 
trailing 2-0. the Bears caught up and went 
ahead in the fifth. and from then on it was 
lfieir game all th way. 
Jim Duffy walked and George Banville 
singked to center to start the team on its 
way. Mike Cowdrey bunted and two runs 
came across on a throwing error. Ed 
Jarvis brought him in with a sacrifice 
fiy. . 
The team picked up four more in the 
sixth on two walkS, two errors. a double 
steal. and a single by co-captain Peter 
Johnson. He picked up two more when he 
belted a home run over the left field 
fence in the seventh. 
Southpaw Ed '!burston was impressive 
ashe -went the route to get the win. He' 
struck out five. walked only two. and only 
gave up seven hits in picking up his second 
viCtory of the season. 
The game was played with only one 
umpire after the fourth inning, because 
the base umpire, Bill Foley, hurt his 
arm and was forced to leave te game. 
The Bears record now stands after 
this game at 3 wins and two losses. 
8.S.C. OUTLASTS LOWELL 16-12 
BRIDGEWATER - The Bridgewater State 
College baseball team gave a great per-
formance last night, continually trying, 
never giving uP. and finally beatng a 
determined Lowell State team by the 
score of 16-12. 
Lowell scored first with a run on 
three consecutive singles in the first, 
off starter Bruce Larson. The Bears 
came back with 2 runs in the bottom of 
the first. an another in the second. 
Bridgewater pushed across four more 
runs in the third inning, while Lowell 
got two in he fourth to make it 7-3 in 
favor of the Bridgewater nine. 
In their half of· the fourth, the Bears 
added three more runs. 
Everything caved in on the Bears in 
the fifth, however. Lowell scored an 
astounding eight runs to take the lead 
11 .. 10. and Larson was rep1f\ced by Hack-
ens on. 
In the sixth inning Bridgewater rallied 
for 5 rurts to go. ahead again 15-11, finally. 
and firmly on top. Peer Johns on 'started 
the rally with a single. and Jarvis singled 
him'to third .. Norton brought Johnson home 
with a single and Jim DeFazio walked to 
load the bases. Hacksenson hit a fielder's 
choice, forcing Jarvis at the plate. Norton 
then scored on a wild pitch. Duffy Singled .. 
knocking in DeFazio and Hackenson scored 
on a throwing error .. Banville's single sent 
Duffy home with the fifth run of the inning. 
Lowell and Bridgewater traded runs 
in the seventh and eigh inning s to make 
the score 16-12. Jarvis came in to pitch 
the final two outs of the game. 
Hackenson got the win. Those who 
collected two hit$for Bridgewater were: 
Jim Duffy" Jim DeFazio, Mike Cowdrey, 
Ed Thurston and Ed Jarvis. 
The Bear t s record is now Swins and 
three losses. 





. Good On Most Airlines 
Travel ANYPLACE 
In U.S., CANADA&HA WAil 
card costs 3.00 
_Check With "BOOKSTORE For Fu.11 Details 
.... .. 
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Pledge Your Vote 
Congressman HASTINGS KEITH 
Republican 12th District 
Office: House Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 
Telephone: 202-224-3121 
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For Withdrawal Of All American 
Soldiers From Indochina 
You can change your Congr~ssman's mind! 
If enough voters in District 12 pledge 
support for DEADLINE, then Congressman 
KEITH will vote for the DEADLINE resolution' 
in the House of Representatives. It's as-
simple as that.! 
You don't have to write letters. You 
don't have to march or picket .. Your 
conservative or liberal views have 
nothing to do with this o DEADLINE is 
a practical alternative for all the 
people.. You have no weapon more 
powerful than your pledge to vote. 
Use it ! 
Send your pledge to DEADLINE 
.------~--------------------------------------, 
Send your ple.dge into Washington 
and Deadline will do the rest., 
District 12' s pledge will be col-
lected and presented to Congress.-
man KEITH BY DEADLINE's 
national office o Your pledge will 
help end the war 91 
: l'lational Council for A Deadline Suite 204 CALL COLLECT: 202-543-4100 
: 201 Massachusetts Ave. 
I 
I 
NE Washington, D.C. 20002 
will vote for Congressman Keith if he vot6S 
for DEADLINE 
I will not vote for Congressman KEith if he does not 
vote for DEADLINE 
I am or will be a registered voter in District 12 before 
November 1972. 
Please Forward extra pledge 
forms and information. NAME 
I No. & Street 
I I am enclosing my donation I 
I to help pay for the cost of this ad. CITY ZIP .1 I .,
~------------------------------_______________ J 
.AccoFding to recent Gallup poll, Vj 
73% of the American public 
want their Representatives 
to vote to require tha~: 
ALL AMERICAN SOLDIERS •• 
INCLUDIN~ ADVISERS-tN~ELlCOPTERS 
AND BOMBERS-- BE WITHDRAWN 
FROM INDOCHINA BY DECEMBER 31, 1971. 
P AID ADVERTISEMENT 
